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Summary 
The origin recognition complex (ORC) binds repli- 
cators in the yeast S. cerevisiae in a manner consistent 
with it being an initiator protein for DNA replication. 
Two-dimensional (2D) gel techniques were used to ex- 
amine directly initiation of chromosomal DNA replica- 
tion in temperature-sensitive otc mutants. Unlike in 
wild-type cells, in orc2.1 and orc5.1 mutant cells, only 
a subset of replicators formed active origins of DNA 
replication at the permissive temperature. At the re- 
strictive temperature, the number of active replicators 
was diminished further. Using a genetic screen, CDC6 
was identified as a multicopy suppressor of orc5.1. 
2D gel and biochemical analyses demonstrated that 
Cdc6p interacted functionally and physically with ORC. 
We suggest that ORC and Cdc6p form a prereplication 
complex at individual replicators and therefore coop- 
erate to determine the frequency of initiation of DNA 
replication in the genome. 
Introduction 
Eukaryotic cells duplicate their genome in the S phase 
of the cell cycle by initiating DNA replication at multiple 
chromosomal sites called origins of DNA replication. Initia- 
tion is controlled by cis-acting DNA elements called repli- 
cators that are recognized by initiator proteins (Jacob et 
al., 1963; Stillman, 1993). The study of DNA replication 
in higher eukaryotes has been hindered by the difficulties 
in identifying cellular replicators and initiator proteins. 
These difficulties have been largely overcome in the yeast 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in which several replicators 
have been genetically defined, origins of DNA replication 
have been physically mapped (reviewed by Campbell and 
Newlon, 1991; Fangman and Brewer, 1991; Rowley et al., 
1994; Stillman, 1994), and a candidate initiator protein has 
been identified (Bell and Stillman, 1992). 
A subset of DNA sequences from the yeast genome 
can act as autonomously replicating sequences (ARSs) 
on plasmids (reviewed by Campbell and Newlon, 1991; 
Rowley et al., 1994). This provides a powerful genetic 
assay for defining replicators. Two-dimensional (2D) gels 
demonstrated that, within the resolution limit of several 
hundred base pairs, ARSs coincide with the location of 
origins of DNA replication on the plasmids and in chromo- 
somes; however, not all ARSs function as replicators in 
the chromosomal context. 
ARSs consist of modular, functional DNA elements in- 
cluding an essential A element, which contains the 11 bp 
ARS consensus sequence (ACS), and other important B 
elements (reviewed by Rowley et al., 1994). An origin rec- 
ognition complex (ORC) containing six protein subunits 
has been purified and shown to bind the A and B1 elements 
of ARSs in an ATP-dependent manner (Bell and Stillman, 
1992; Rao and Stillman, 1995). Point mutations in the ARS 
consensus that reduce or abolish ARS function decrease 
or eliminate ORC binding (Bell and Stillman, 1992). More- 
over, in vitro footprinting with ORC (Bell and Stillman, 
1992) yields a pattern similar to that found by footprinting 
in vivo at ARS1 (Diffley and Cocker, 1992). The footprint 
pattern in vivo changes during the cell cycle (Diffley et al., 
1994). Therefore, based on these studies, ORC is a strong 
candidate for the initiator protein. 
Genetic studies have shown that ORC is required for 
DNA replication (Bell et al., 1993; Foss et al., 1993; Mick- 
lem et al., 1993; Loo et al., 1995). Temperature-sensitive 
orc mutants lose plasmids at a high rate at the permissive 
temperature and are defective for the G 1 to S phase transi- 
tion at the restrictive temperature. Studies on these mu- 
tants also showed that ORC functions in transcriptional 
silencing at the two silent mating-type loci of chromosome 
II1. In this report, we have used 2D gels to demonstrate 
that orc2-1 and orc5-1 temperature-sensitive mutants are 
defective for the formation of active origins of DNA replica- 
tion. The 2D gel data also show that ORC is a primary 
determinant of the frequency of active origins. 
To identify proteins that may interact with ORC, we per- 
formed a multicopy suppression screen with an orc5-1 
strain. One of the suppressors has been identified as the 
CDC6 gene. Genetic, biochemical, and 2D gel analyses 
have demonstrated that ORC and Cdc6p together act 
upon individual replicators to determine whether DNA rep- 
lication will initiate at those loci, whereas other regulators 
of S phase initiation such as Cdc28p and Cdc7p function 
in a global way to activate these predetermined initiation 
complexes. 
Results 
orc Mutants Are Defective for Initiation 
of Chromosomal DNA Replication 
2D gels were used to determine whether orc2-1 and 0rc5-1 
temperature-sensitive mutants are defective in the initia- 
tion of chromosomal DNA replication. The neutral/neutral 
(N/N) 2D gels (Brewer and Fangman, 1987) can separate 
replication bubbles, forks, and linear DNA molecules from 
one another, thereby indicating whether a restriction frag- 
ment contains an active replication origin (yielding a bub- 
ble arc) or is replicated by passing forks (yielding a fork 
arc). Because the replicators are wild type in all the strains 
under study, any initiation defect in the mutants should 
be due to the trans-acting protein. 
Three isogenic yeast strains, W303-1B (ORC wild type), 
YB0060 (orc2-1), and JRY4249 (orc5-1) (see Table 1), 
were grown to log phase at the permissive temperature 
of 23°C and harvested, or were shifted to the restrictive 
temperature of 37°C for 1.5 hr or 3 hr before harvesting. 
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Figure 1. N/N 2D Gels at the ARS1 Locus of ORC Wild-Type, orc2-1, 
and orc5-1 Cells 
Cells grown at 23°C were harvested, or shifted to 37°C for 1.5 hr or 
3 hr prior to harvesting. Total DNA was isolated, digested with Ncol, 
enriched for replication i termediates, and run on N/N 2D gels. Blots 
were hybridized with the 5.0 kb Ncol fragment containing ARS1 as 
probe. A bubble-to-fork transition isseen for the wild type (WT) under 
all three conditions (A, B, and C). A bubble arc in addition to a complete 
fork arc is seen for orc2-1 (D and E) and orc5-1 (G and H) at 23°C 
and at 37°C for 1.5 hr. At 37°C for 3 hr, there is only a fork arc in 
orc5-1 (I), and a very weak bubble arc in addition to a fork arc in 
orc2-1 (F). 
replication intermediates, and subjected to N/N 2D gel 
electrophoresis. The blots were probed for a 5 kb Ncol 
genomic fragment containing ARS1, which is an active 
chromosomal replicator in normal cells (Ferguson et al., 
1991; Marahrens and Stillman, 1994). Because ARS1 is 
asymmetrically located in the fragment, initiation from 
ARS1 will initially give rise to bubbles and then to forks 
as one of the two forks within the bubbles reaches one 
end of the fragment before the other end (Figure 1). 
At both 23°C and 37°C, the wild-type strain gave a clear 
bubble-to-fork transition, i.e., there is almost no signal from 
small forks (Figures 1A-1C), consistent with the previous 
conclusion that ARS1 is a fully functional replicator that 
causes formation of an active origin of DNA replication in 
every S phase in all cells in the population (Ferguson et 
al., 1991 ; Marah rens and Stillm an, 1994). However, a com- 
plete fork arc in addition to a bubble arc was observed for 
both orc2-1 and orc5-1 mutants even at 23°C (Figures 1D 
and 1G). As discussed below, the presence of small forks 
from the ARSl-containing fragment in the mutants was 
due to ARS1 being active in only a fraction of S phase cells. 
In the remaining S phase cells, the locus was replicated by 
passing forks initiated from other origins. The initiation 
defect of the mutants was more pronounced after shifting 
to 37°C for 1.5 hr, because the bubble signals decreased 
(Figures 1E and 1H). After 3 hr at 37°C, there was virtually 
no initiation from ARS1 in the mutants (Figures 1F and 
11). Similar results (data not shown) were also obtained 
for a 3.7 kb Ncol fragment hat contains ARS501, another 
chromosomal replicator (Ferguson et al., 1991). 
There are at least three possible causes for the appear- 
ance of complete fork arcs in the 2D gels of DNA derived 
from the mutants. First, the replicator could be active in 
only a fraction of S phase cells in the population, and 
sometimes the locus could be replicated by passing forks 
initiated at other origins. Second, initiation could be delo- 
calized to a broad region surrounding the normal origin. 
Third, bubbles could break into fork-like molecules during 
DNA preparation. To begin to distinguish among these 
possibilities, 2D gel blots used in Figure 1 were stripped 
and reprobed for the 2 ~m plasmid. Ncol cuts the plasmid 
once, giving rise to a unit length fragment containing a 
single off-centered ARS in both the A and B isoforms. 
Because there is only one ARS, loss of initiation should 
cause a concomitant loss of replication forks in the plas- 
mid, consistent with the first possibility. If, on the other 
hand, the bubble arcs are lost but the fork arcs remain, 
this would be consistent with either the second or the third 
explanation. 
The results (data not shown) were clearly in support of 
the first possibility. At 23°C or at 37°C for 1.5 hr, 2D gel 
patterns from the wild-type and mutant cells were similar. 
After 3 hr at 37°C, the pattern from the wild-type cells 
remained the same, but the orc2-1 and orc5-1 cells gave 
very little fork or bubble signal. These results suggest that 
there was no delocalized initiation of plasmid replication 
in the mutants and that bubbles did not break into fork-like 
molecules to give rise to fork arcs. 
To test whether delocalized initiation occurs in the chro- 
mosomes in the mutant cells, the 2D gels blots used in 
Figure 1 were also reprobed for a 7 kb Ncol fragment hat 
lies just upstream of ARS501 but does not contain an ARS. 
The two mutant as well as the wild-type strains gave only 
fork arcs under all three conditions, and the fork signals 
were very weak for the mutants at 37°C (data not shown), 
consistent with reduced initiation and most likely normal 
elongation. These results suggest that initiation in the mu- 
tants did not occur in a region that does not contain a 
replicator. 
A direct demonstration that ARS1 in the chromosome 
was sometimes replicated by passing forks in orc5-1 cells 
came from fork direction analysis by using the neutral/ 
alkaline (N/A) 2D gel method (Huberman et al., 1987). The 
N/A 2D gels separate replication intermediates into na- 
scent and parental DNA strands and resolve them by size. 
By hybridizing 2D gel blots with short probes from different 
areas within a restriction fragment, the direction of fork 
movement can be deduced from the size distribution of 
nascent strands detected by each probe. For example, 
probes from the ends of a fragment containing a centrally 
located fully active origin should detect only large nascent 
strands as replication bubbles expand toward the ends of 
the fragment. In contrast, a short probe located in a region 
known to contain an origin will detect small nascent 
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Figure 2. N/A 2D Gels at the ARS1 Locus of 
ORC Wild-Type and orc5-1 Cells 
N/A 2D gel blots of Ncol-digested DNA were 
sequentially hybridized with three short probes 
(striped bars) from the 5 kb Ncol fragment con- 
taining ARSl (closed box). The order of hybrid- 
izations was from probes I to r to m. For the 
wild-type cells at both temperatures, probe I(A 
and B) or probe r (I and J) detected only large 
nascent strands (a short diagonal is seen) and 
probe m (E and F) detected nascent s rands 
of all sizes (a long diagonal is seen). For the 
mutant strain, both small and large nascent 
strands were detected by probe I (Cand D) or 
probe r (K and L) and probe m detected small 
nascent strands from initiation bubbles at 23°C 
(G) but not at 37°C for 3 hr (H). Signals from 
very small nascent strands are too weak to be 
seen for orc5-1 at 37°C for 3 hr (D, H, and 
L) because of much reduced activity of DNA
replication (Figure 11). 
strands from newly initiated bubbles as well as the longer 
nascent strands. If an origin is activated in only some cells, 
then in the remaining cells forks will move into the origin- 
containing fragment and probes from the ends of the frag- 
ment will detect small as well as large nascent strands. 
Ncol-digested DNA from the wild-type and orc5-1 strains 
grown at 23°C or shifted to 37°C for 3 hr was separated 
by N/A 2D gels, and blots we re hybridized sequentially with 
three short probes from the 5 kb Ncol fragment containing 
ARS1 (Figure 2). For the wild-type cells at both tempera- 
tures, a probe from the left (probe I; Figures 2A and 2B) 
or right (probe r; Figures 21 and 2J) end of the fragment 
detected only large nascent strands (a short diagonal is 
seen), indicating that no forks moved into this fragment 
from outside, but that initiation occurred internally. This 
was confirmed when the blot was hybridized with a probe 
from the ARS1 region, since small as well as large nascent 
strands were detected (probe m; Figures 2E and 2F; a 
long diagonal is seen). These results are in agreement 
with the N/N 2D gel data (see Figure 1) showing that, in 
the wild-type cells, ARS1 is an active replicator in all the 
cells and replication forks move outward in both directions 
from the ARS1 origin. For the mutant strain, however, both 
small and large nascent strands were detected by probes 
from the left (Figures 2C and 2D) or right (Figures 2K and 
2L) end, indicating that forks moved through the ARS1- 
containing fragment from either direction. Probe m de- 
tected small nascent strands from initiation bubbles at 
23°C (Figure 2G) but not when cells were shifted to 37°C 
for 3 hr (Figure 2H), consistent with the N/N 2D gel results 
(see Figure 1) indicating that in orc5-1 cells ARS1 was 
active in only a fraction of S phase cells at 23°C and almost 
inactive at 37°C for 3 hr. 
When the same N/A 2D gel blots used in Figure 2 were 
hybridized with a 0.7 kb probe located - 1 kb to the left 
side of ARS1 within the 5.0 kb Ncol fragment, nascent 
DNA strands of smaller than - 1 kb were not detected for 
either wild-type or mutant cells at both temperatures (data 
not shown). These results suggest that there was no delo- 
calized initiation in the mutant cells in a region very close 
to an origin. 
We conclude from all the 2D gel data that only a percent- 
age of potential chromosomal replicators are activated in 
the orc mutant cells even at the permissive temperature 
and that he mutants are almost totally defective for initia- 
tion of DNA replication after 3 hr at the restrictive tempera- 
ture. These results demonstrate that ORC acts upon indi- 
vidual replicators to determine the frequency of formation 
of active origins. 
This conclusion is also supported by an analysis of the 
DNA content of cells by fluorescence-activated cell sorting 
(FACS) (data not shown). The ORC wild-type and orc5-1 
strains were grown at 23°C to early log phase and then 
shifted to 37°C. Cells were harvested for FACS analysis 
before, and then every 30 min after shifting to 37°C. Start- 
ing from 1.5 hr at 37°C, the mutant strain had an accumula- 
tion of cells in S phase, consistent with the 2D gel data 
showing that fewer active replication origins were formed 
in the mutants. 
CDC6 Is a Multicopy Suppressor of orc5-1 
To identify proteins that may interact with ORC, a genetic 
screen was carried out to look for genes that when present 
in multicopies could suppress the orc5-1 temperature- 
sensitive phenotype. The mutant cells were transformed 
with a genomic library constructed in a multicopy vector 
and incubated at 23°C for 2 days and then at 37°C for 
5 days. Twenty-eight strains were able to grow at 37°C. 
Southern blot hybridization of total DNA from these strains 
using a Cloned fragment from the ORC5 gene (Loo et al., 
1995) as probe showed that thirteen of them harbored 
plasmids containing ORC5 (data not shown). Plasmids 
from eight strains that did not contain ORC5 were able 
to suppress orc5-1 when the isolated plasmid DNA was 
reintroduced into the mutant strain (the remaining seven 
strains were presumably revertants). Restriction analysis 
indicated that these eight clones represented five different 
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Figure 3. CDC6 Is a Multicopy Suppressor of orc5-1 
orc5-1 cells were transformed with plasmid pRS425-ORC5, pRS425- 
CDC6, or the vector pRS425. Transformants grown at 23°C were 
streaked out on SC-Leu plates and incubated at 23°C or 37°C for 
5 days and the plates photographed. 
clones were tested for suppression of orc5-1. Regions of 
the suppressor genes were sequenced from overlapping 
subclones. Sequences from three regions of one of the 
suppressors matched the CDC6 sequence in the DNA data 
bases (Zhou et al., 1989; Zhou and Jong, 1990). 
To confirm that CDC6 is indeed a multicopy suppressor 
of orc5-1, the mutant cells were transformed with the plas- 
mid pRS425-CDC6 containing the known CDC6 gene 
(Zhou et al., 1989) in the multicopy vector pRS425 (2 pm 
ARS, LEU2) and tested for growth at 37°C (Figure 3). The 
vector plasmid was used as the negative control, and 
ORC5 in the same vector (pRS425-ORC5) served as the 
positive control. All three strains grew well at 23°C as 
expected. At 37°C, ORC5 allowed the mutant cells to grow 
well while the vector did not, whereas CDC6 permitted 
growth, but smaller colonies were obtained. Therefore, 
multicopy CDC6 partially rescued the temperature-sensi- 
tive phenotype of orc5-1 cells. In a converse experiment, 
pRS425-ORC5 did not suppress the cdc6-1 mutation in 
strain 4525-061 (data not shown). 
The suppression of orc5-1 by CDC6 was dosage depen- 
dent, since CDC6 cloned in a single-copy vector pRS415 
(CEN6, H4 ARS, LEU2) did not allow orc5-1 cells to grow 
at 37°C (data not shown). To test whether CDC6 in the 
multicopy vector pRS425 could suppress an ORC5 dele- 
tion mutation, a heterozygous diploid orc5::HIS3/ORC5 
strain was transformed with plasmid pRS425-CDC6 and 
sporulated, and tetrads were dissected. No more than two 
spores from each tetrad were viable, and all viable spores 
were His- (data not shown). Therefore, multicopy CDC6 
cannot bypass the ORC5 function. 
CDC6 was also tested for suppression of orc2-1, orc2-2, 
orc2-3, and orc2-4 temperature-sensitive strains (strains 
JRY4125, JRY4136, JRY4137, and JRY4138, respec- 
tively). None of these mutants were rescued by plasmid 
pRS425-CDC6 at 37°C (data not shown). 
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Figure 4. CDC6 Suppresses the Initiation Defect of orc5-1 
orc5-1 cells transformed with either plasmid pRS425-ORC5, pRS425- 
CDC6, or pRS425 were grown in SC-Leu medium at 23°C, or shifted 
to 37°C for 1.5 hr or 3 hr. N/N 2D gel blots of Ncol-digested DNA were 
probed for the 5 kb Ncol fragment containing ARSI. 
CDC6 Suppresses Initiation Defect of orc5.1 
To test whether suppression of orc5-1 by CDC6 was due 
to a rescue of the defect of orc5-1 cells in the initiation of 
DNA replication, chromosomal replication from ARS1 in 
the orc5-1 cells transformed with plasmid pRS425-CDC6 
(yielding strain YB0042) was examined by N/N 2D gels 
(Figure 4). The orc5-1 cells transformed with pRS425- 
ORC5 (strain YB0041) or pRS425 (strain YB0043) were 
used as the positive and negative controls, respectively. 
DNAs were prepared from these three strains grown at 
23°C, or shifted to 37°C for 1.5 hr or 3 hr. 2D gel blots 
were probed for the 5 kb Ncol fragment containing ARS1 
in the chromosome. ORC5 almost totally suppressed the 
initiation defect of orc5-1 cells at both temperatures, since 
there was a strong bubble arc and an incomplete fork arc 
(Figures 4A-4C). In orc5-1 cells containing the vector 
alone, ARS1 was active in only some S phase cells at 
23°C and at 37°C for 1.5 hr (Figures 4G and 4H) and 
almost inactive at 37°C for 3 hr (Figure 41). In contrast, 
plasmid pRS425-CDC6 partially rescued this defect. 
CDC6 caused initiation at ARS1 in almost all the S phase 
cells at 23°C (Figure 4D) and in a significant fraction of 
S phase cells at 37°C (Figures 4E and 4F). Similar results 
were also obtained for ARS501 in the chromosome (data 
not shown). 
The suppression by CDC6 of the orc5-1 defect in initia- 
tion of DNA replication was also reflected in the FACS 
profiles. There was an accumulation of S phase cells in 
the orc5-1 strain containing the vector pRS425 alone at 
37°C for 3 hr, and the CDC6 plasmid lowered the percent- 
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Figure 5. Cdc6p Forms a Complex with ORC 
[3sS]Methionine-labeled extract from insect cells infected with CDC6- 
containing or wild-type baculoviruses was mixed with purified ORC 
and immunoprecipitated with monoclonal antibodies against ORC. 
The extract (A) and immunocomplexes (B)were resolved by SDS- 
PAGE. Cdc6p (-  58 kDa) was coprecipitated with ORC by the ORC 
antibodies (B, lane 5), but not if either ORC (B, lane 2) or antibodies 
against ORC (B, lane 3) was emitted. M, molecular weight markers; 
PH, polyhedrin protein. 
age of cells in S phase to near the ORC5 positive control 
level (data not shown). 
Synthet ic  Letha l i ty  among cdc6.1, 
orc2.1, and orc5.1 
One way to show in vivo functional interaction between 
two genes is synthetic lethality analysis. In this assay, two 
temperature-sensitive strains are crossed, diploid cells are 
sporulated, tetrads are dissected, and the viability of the 
double mutant haploid cells at various temperatures is 
assessed. For example, orc2-1 orc5-1 double mutant cells 
are not viable at 23°C (Loo et al., 1995). We wanted to test 
synthetic lethality between cdc6-1 and orc2-1 or orc5-1, 
Strain YB0044 (MATa, cdc6-1) was crossed to strain 
JRY4125 (orc2-1) or strain JRY4249 (orc5-1). As controls, 
strain YB0045 (MATa, cdc6-1) and the above orc2-1 and 
orc5-1 strains were each crossed to strain K1983 (cdc34-2; 
G1 arrest) and strain K2034 (cdc13-1; G2 arrest). All these 
strains either are in the W303 background or have been 
backcrossed four times to W303 (see Table 1). Diploid 
cells from each cross were sporulated, and at least 20 
tetrads from each cross were dissected. Spores were 
tested for growth at 23°C, 30°C, and 37°C. Double mu- 
tants of cdc6-1 oro2-1 and cdc6-1 orc5-1 grew slowly at 
23°C and were not viable at 30°C (data not shown). These 
phenotypes were not observed for double mutants of 
cdc6-1, orc2-1, or orc5-1 in combination with cdc34-2 or 
cdc13-1 (data not shown). 
Cdc6p Forms a Complex  w i th  ORC 
The results from multicopy suppression, synthetic lethal- 
ity, and 2D gel analyses trongly suggest that Cdc6p and 
ORC function in a protein complex. Therefore, we tested 
whether Cdc6p and ORC interact physically (Figure 5). 
Cdc6p was expressed in insect cells using a recombinant 








Figure 6. N/N 2D Gels at the ARSl Locus of CDC Wild-Type, cdc6-1, 
cdc7-4, and cdc28-4 Cells 
Cells were grown at 23°C, or shifted to 37°C for 1 hr or 2 . 2D gel 
blots of Ncol-digested DNA were probed for the 5 kb Ncol fragment 
containing ARSI. Wild-type cells gave a clear bubble-to-fork transition 
pattern under all three conditions (A, B, and C). At 23°C, cdc6-1 cells 
gave a complete fork arc in addition to a bubble arc (D). The bubble 
arc signal was further educed by incubation at 37°C for 1 hr (E), and 
only a weak fork arc was present after 2 hr at 37°C (F). At 23°C, both 
cdc7-4 (G) and cdc28-4 (J) cells gave a clear bubble-to-fork transition 
pattern. When shifted to 37°C, the last two mutant strains gave very 
weak signals of replication intermediates (H, I, K, and L). The nature 
of the spots above the fork arcs in (K) and (L) is unknown. 
baculovirus vector, and total proteins were labeled with 
[35S]methionine at 48 hr postinfection and then extracted. 
Cell extract was mixed with affinity-purified ORC from 
yeast and then immunoprecipitated with monoclonal anti- 
bodies against ORC (S. Bell and B. S., unpublished ata), 
and the immunocomplexes as well as the extract were 
resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE). A - 58 kDa protein corresponding to Cdc6p 
was produced in cells infected with the CDC6-containing 
virus (Figure 5A, lane 2), but not with the control wild-type 
virus (Figure 5A, lane 1). Cdc6p was coprecipitated with 
ORC by the antibodies against ORC (Figure 5B, lane 5), 
but not if either ORC proteins (Figure 5B, lane 2) or ORC 
antibodies (Figure 5B, lane 3) were omitted. Cdc6p was 
absent and therefore not precipitated by the ORC antibod- 
ies from extract derived from the wild-type virus infected 
cells regardless of whether ORC was present (Figure 5B, 
Cell 
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lanes 1 and 4). In addition, the Cdc6p-ORC interaction 
was resistant to 300 mM salt (data not shown). These re- 
sults demonstrate that Cdc6p can form a specific protein 
complex with ORC. 
CDC6 Is Required for Initiation of DNA Replication 
CDC6 has been implicated previously in DNA replication, 
but not by methods that directly examine the initiation of 
DNA replication (Hartwell, 1976; Bueno and Russell, 1992; 
Hogan and Koshland, 1992). We therefore used 2D gels 
to show that CDC6 is indeed required for initiation of DNA 
replication (Figure 6). A temperature-sensitive mutant of 
CDC6 (cdc6-1 in strain H6C1A1) was grown at 23°C, or 
shifted to 37°C for 1 hr or 2 hr. The CDC wild-type strain 
(A364A) served as the positive control. DNAs were pre- 
pared and analyzed by N/N 2D gels, and blots were probed 
for the 5 kb Ncol fragment containing ARS1. The wild-type 
cells gave a clear bubble-to-fork transition pattern under 
all three conditions (Figures 6A-6C), indicating that almost 
all cells initiate at ARS1. At 23°C, cdc6-1 cells gave a 
complete fork arc in addition to a bubble arc (Figure 6D), 
similar to orc2-1 and orc5-1 mutant cells at the permissive 
temperature (see Figures 1D and 1G). The bubble arc 
signal was further reduced by incubation at 37°C for 1 hr 
(Figure 6E), and only a weak fork arc was present after 
2 hr at 37°C (Figure 61=). Similar results were obtained 
for ARS501 in the chromosome (data not shown). These 
results demonstrate that CDC6 is required for initiation of 
DNA replication. 
A common feature of the N/N 2D gels of DNA from orc2-1 
(Figure 1D), orc5-1 (Figure 1G), and cdc6-1 (Figure 6D) 
cells grown at 23°C was the presence of a complete fork 
arc in addition to a bubble arc, which indicates that in a 
population ARS1 is active in only a fraction of all the S 
phase cells. This is attributable to a lower abundance or 
lower activity of these mutant proteins even at the permis- 
sive temperature. Indeed, it has been shown that three 
subunits of ORC (including the mutant orc2 protein) are 
unstable in orc2-1 cell extracts prepared at the permissive 
temperature (Bell et al., 1993). These results suggest that 
ORC and Cdc6p are not simply required for the cell cycle 
progression into S phase, but actually participate in initia- 
tion of DNA replication by acting upon individual repli- 
cators. We also examined initiation of DNA replication us- 
ing 2D gels in cdc7-4 (strain H7C4A1) and cdc28-4 (strain 
H28C4At) cells (Figure 6). Both the Cdc7 and Cdc28 pro- 
tein kinases are required for progression into S phase 
(Hartwell, 1976). At 23°C, both cdc7-4 (Figure 6G) and 
cdc28-4 (Figure Co,J) cells gave the same bubble-to-fork 
transition pattern as the wild type (Figure 6A), indicating 
initiation from ARS1 in almost every S phase cell in the 
population. When shifted to 37°C, these mutant cells 
gave very weak signals of replication intermediates (Fig- 
ures 6H, 61, 6K, and 6L), consistent with the cell cycle 
arrest in G1. Thus, the cdc7-4 and cdc28-4 mutants be- 
haved differently from the orc2-1, orc5-1, and cdc6-1 mu- 
tants. To test if this was due to specific mutant alleles 
instead of reflecting the nature of the corresponding wild- 
type proteins, DNA from cdc7-1 (strain 4524-1-3), dbf4-1 
(strain L196-2A; Dbf4p is a sununit of the Cdc7 kinase; 
Jackson et al., 1993), and two additional G1 mutants 
(cdc4-1 in strain H4C1A1 and cdc34-2 in strain K1983) 
grown at 23°C were analyzed by 2D gels. These four 
strains gave the same 2D gel pattern at 23°C (data not 
shown) as the CDC wild-type, cdc7-4, and cdc28-4 cells 
shown in Figures 6A, 6G, and 6J. These and other data 
(see Discussion) suggest that there are two classes of 
proteins required for initiating DNA replication. 
Discussion 
ORC Is Required for and Determines the Frequency 
of Initiation of DNA Replication 
ORC binds yeast replicators in a fashion suggesting that 
it is the initiator protein (Bell and Stillman, 1992; Rao and 
Stillman, 1995). Genetic studies support this notion, be- 
cause temperature-sensitive orc mutants lose plasmids at 
a high rate even at the permissive temperature and are 
defective for the G1 to S phase transition at the restrictive 
temperature (Bell et al., 1993; Foss et al., 1993; Micklem 
et al., 1993; Loo et al., 1995). We wished to show directly 
that ORC is indeed required for initiation of DNA replica- 
tion. The N/N and N/A gel data at individual replicators 
(ARS1, ARS501, and 2 I~m ARS) demonstrate that in a 
population of orc2-1 or orc5-1 mutant cells, each of these 
replicators is active in only a fraction of all the S phase 
cells at the permissive temperature. We interpret these 
results to mean that the chance of initiation at any given 
replicator in each S phase cell is reduced compared with 
the ORC wild-type cells at 23°C. Extending these results 
to all replicators, the frequency of initiation in the entire 
genome would be reduced, but because of the redundancy 
of replicator sequences on each chromosome (Dershowitz 
and Newlon, 1993), the mutant cells can execute S phase 
and divide at 23°C. in contrast, at the restrictive tempera- 
ture, the chance of initiation occurring at any given repli- 
cator is so low that cells cannot execute S phase. The fact 
that ORC binds to replicators directly and is required for 
initiation of DNA replication in vivo demonstrates that ORC 
is the initiator protein in yeast. 
Analysis of the DNA content in orc5-1 cells shows an 
accumulation of cells in S phase at the restrictive tempera- 
ture. Similar studies of an orc2-1 mutant strain demon- 
strated an initial accumulation of cells with a G1 content 
of DNA followed by an abortive S phase at the restrictive 
temperature (Bell et al., 1993). Based on the 2D gel data 
in this study, the S phase arrest of the orc2-1 as well as 
orc5-1 cells is likely due to an initial arrest at the G1 to S 
phase transition, followed by initiation of DNA replication 
at a low frequency in the mutant cell chromosomes. If the 
initiation of DNA replication were to occur at such a low 
frequency that the interorigin distance along the chromo- 
some was too great for cells to replicate in the normal time 
taken for an S phase, cells might die due to chromosome 
damage. Indeed, lethality is observed in orc2-1 cells at 
the restrictive temperature, but only after a time delay (Bell 
et al., 1993). These observations raise the question of why 
the cell initiates S phase when insufficient active replicator 
complexes have been established. Perhaps ORC, Cdc6p, 
or both are involved in signaling to the cell cycle machinery 
about the number of active replicator complexes. In orc or 
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cdc6 mutants, this signaling might be defective, allowing 
abortive entry into S phase. 
Cdc6p Cooperates with ORC in Initiation 
of DNA Replication 
To identify proteins that may interact with ORC, we 
screened a genomic library for multicopy suppressors of 
orc5-1. One such suppressor was identified as CDC6, 
which partially suppresses the initiation defect of orc5-1 
cells, thereby allowing initiation of DNA replication at a 
sufficient frequency to permit cell growth at the restrictive 
temperature. 
orc5-1 ceils are also defective for transcriptional silenc- 
ing of the mating-type locus (Loo et al., 1995). The multi- 
copy CDC6 gene failed to suppress the silencing defect of 
orc5-1 cells (S. Loo and J. Rine, personal communication), 
suggesting that the interaction between CDC6 and ORC5 
is specific to initiation of DNA replication. 
CDC6 has been implicated in DNA replication, cdc6-1 
cells have a dumbbell-terminal phenotype at the restrictive 
temperature with unreplicated DNA (Hartwell, 1976; 
Bueno and Russell, 1992), and the mutant cells also have 
high plasmid and chromosome loss rates (Hartwell and 
Smith, 1985; Palmer et al., 1990; Hogan and Koshland, 
1992). High rates of plasmid loss can be suppressed by 
tandem copies of an ARS on the plasmid in cdc6, cdc14, 
cdc46, cdc47, cdc54, orc2-1, or orc5-1 mutant cells, but 
not in cdc7, cdc9, cdc16, or cdc17 mutants (Hogan and 
Koshland, 1992; S. Loo and J. Rine, personal communica- 
tion). Like CDC46, CDC47 and CDC54 (Dalton and Whit- 
bread, 1995; S. Dalton, GenBank accession number 
U14731; J. Mitchell and B. S., unpublished data) belong 
to the MCM family of genes that have been implicated in 
DNA replication (Hennessy et al., 1991; Yan et al., 1993). 
These data could suggest that Cdc6p, Cdc14p, and the 
MCM and ORC proteins interact with replicators, whereas 
Cdc7p and the other CDC gene products do not. The differ- 
ence between the 2D gel patterns obtained from ceils 
grown at the permissive temperature for orc2-1, orc5-1, 
and cdc6-1 and those for cdc7-1, cdc7-4, dbf4-1, and 
cdc28-4 also supports the notion that ORC and Cdc6p 
function at each replicator to determine whether initiation 
of DNA replication will occur at that locus, whereas Cdc7 
and Cdc28 protein kinases may trigger initiation probably 
by activating ORC, Cdc6p, or another protein(s) located 
at replicators. 
CDC6 gene expression is under cell cycle control and 
the mRNA peaks at the end of mitosis (Zwerschke et al., 
1994), although it was reported earlier that it peaks at the 
G 1IS boundary (Zhou and Jong, 1990; Bue no and Russell, 
1992). When constitutively expressed under the control 
of the GALl promoter, the S. cerevisiae CDC6 can delay 
entry into mitosis in both S. cerevisiae and Schizosacchar- 
omyces pombe, suggesting a role in coupling DNA replica- 
tion to cell division (Bueno and Russell, 1992). A similar 
dual function has also been reported for the cdc18 + (a 
protein with extensive sequence similarity to Cdc6p; Kelly 
et al., 1993), rad4/cut5 + (Saka and Yanagida, 1993), and 
cdtl ÷ (Hofmann and Beach, 1994) gene products in S. 
pombe. S. pombe cells lacking one of these proteins pro- 
ceed into mitosis in the absence of DNA replication, re- 
sulting in cells arrested with a less than 1C DNA content. 
It has been suggested that in normal cells these proteins 
are required for initiation of DNA replication, and the pres- 
ence of these proteins signals the cells not to proceed to 
mitosis. Interestingly, whereas the S. pombe cut5 temper- 
ature-sensitive mutant cells enter mitosis when replication 
is arrested at the restrictive temperature (Saka and Yana- 
gida, 1993), S. cerevisiae cdc6-1 mutant cells arrest in G1 
without going into mitosis (Bueno and Russell, 1992). Per- 
haps the cdc6-1 mutant protein retains the function of in- 
hibiting mitosis. It is nevertheless triking that a protein 
that binds ORC and is required for determining the fre- 
quency of replicator usage in the chromosome may also 
be required for control of entry into mitosis. 
Both CDC6 and cdc18 ÷ contain a consensus purine nu- 
cleotide-binding site (Kelly et al., 1993). It has been re- 
ported that recombinant Cdc6p could bind and hydrolyze 
ATP and GTP (Zwerschke et al., 1994). It seems probable 
that cdc18 + and CDC6 play similar functions in the two 
yeasts. Since expression of CDC6 under the control of its 
own cell cycle-regulated promotor on a m ulticopy plasmid 
does not perturb the normal cell cycle (Bueno and Russell, 
1992; unpublished data), it is unlikely that suppression of 
orc5-1 by multicopy CDC6 is due to the inhibitory effect 
of Cdc6p on mitosis. Rather, it is brought about by the 
positive effect of Cdc6p on initiation of DNA replication, 
as shown by the 2D gel results. 
A genetic interaction between CDC6 and ORC6, the 
gene for the smallest ORC subunit, has been reported (Li 
and Herskowitz, 1993). In that experiment, overexpression 
of ORC6 in cdc6-1 as well as cdc46-1 strains reduced 
the restrictive temperature by -6°C.  Synthetic lethality 
analysis shows that ORC2 and ORC5 interact genetically 
with each other and with other genes (CDC6, CDC7, 
CDC14, CDC46, CDC47, and CDC54) (Loo et al., 1995; 
this report) that have been implicated in DNA replication. 
These data suggest that ORC and the products of these 
CDC genes function in a complex or in the same pathway. 
Indeed, Cdc6p can form a complex with ORC (Figure 5). 
Interaction of the replicator-protein complex with Dbf4p, 
which forms a functional complex with Cdc7p (Jackson 
et al., 1993), has been demonstrated using a one-hybrid 
system (Dowell et al., 1994), although it is not known 
whether Dbf4p binds to replicator DNA or to the ORC pro- 
tein complex at replicators. 
In vivo footprinting of ARS1 and the 2 p.m ARS shows 
that, while ORC seems to remain bound to ARSs at all 
stages throughout he cell cycle (Diffley and Cocker, 1992; 
Diffley et al., 1994), the nuclease digestion patterns 
change in the cell cycle (Diffley et al., 1994). There is a 
nuclease hypersensitive site in the B1 element of ARS1 
when footprints were performed with cells in S, G2, or M 
phase, and this pattern is thought to reflect the formation 
of a postreplication complex on the replicator (Diffley et 
al., 1994). This hypersensitive site is also present in the 
ORC footprints in vitro (Bell and Stillman, 1992; Bell et 
al., 1993). During late M phase, however, this hypersensi- 
tive site disappears and additional protection appears in 
the B2 region of the replicator, and this pattern is believed 
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Table 1. Yeast Strains Used in This Study 
Strain Name Genotype Reference/Source 
W303-1A MATs ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11,15 trp-l-1 leu2-3,112 canl-lO0 (Thomas and Rothstein, 1989) 
W303-1B MATs ade2-1 ura3-1 his3-11,15 trp I-1 leu2-3,112 can 1-100 (Thomas and Rothstein, 1989) 
J RY4125 W303-1 B; orc2-1 (Foss et al., 1993) 
JRY4136 mats1 ade2 leu2-3,112 lys2-801 ura3 ste14 orc2-2 (Foss et aL, 1993) 
JRY4137 mats1 ade2 leu2-3,112 lys2-801 ura3 ste14 orc2-3 (Foss et al., 1993) 
JRY4138 mats1 sde2 leu2-3,112 lys2-801 ura3 ste14 orc2-4 (Foss et al., 1993) 
JRY4249 W303-1B; orc5-1 J. Rine 
YB0041 JRY42491pRS425-ORC5 This study 
YB0042 JRY42491pRS425-CDC8 This study 
YB0043 JRY4249/pRS425 This study 
YB0044 MATa ade2 leu2 ura3 trpl his3 canl cdc6-1 This study 
YB0045 MATs ade2 leu2 ura3 trpl his3 can1 cdc6-1 This study 
YB0060 W303-1B; orc2-1 This study 
4525-061 MATs ade2 ade3 can1 his7 leu2 sap3 cdc6-1 (Palmer et al., 1990) 
4524-1-3 MATs ade2 ade3 can1 his7 leu2 sap3 cdc7-1 (Palmer et al., 1990) 
L196-2A MATs ural trpl leu2 his7 dbf4-1 L. Johnston 
A364A MATs ural adel ade2 tyrl his7 gall-1 L. Hartwell 
H4CIA1 MATs ural adel ade2 tyrl his7 gall-1 cdc4-1 L. Hartwell 
H6C1A1 MATs ural adel ade2 tyrl his7 gall-1 cdc6-1 L. Hartwell 
H7C4A1 MATs ural adel ade2 tyrl his7 gall-1 cdc7-4 L. Hartwell 
H28C4A1 MATa ural adel ade2 tyrl his7 gall-1 cdc28.4 L. Hartwell 
K1983 MATa cdc34.2 (four backcrosses to W303) (Amon et al., 1992) 
K2034 MATa cdc13-1 (four backcrosses to W303) (Amon et al., 1992) 
to represent a prereplication complex. The footprint pat- 
tern changes back to the postreplication state at the G 1IS 
boundary. It was suggested that the prereplication state 
is established due to binding of an unknown factor to the 
B I /B2  region or due to a change in the conformation of 
the ORC-repl icator complex upon binding of the factor. 
Interestingly, whereas the cdc28, cdc4, or cdc7 tempera- 
ture-sensitive mutant cells incu bated at the restrictive tem- 
perature show a prereplication footprint pattern, the 
cdc6-1 mutant cells at the restrictive temperature give a 
postreplication footprint (Diffley et al., 1994). This result 
could be explained bythe inabil ityofcdc6-1 cells to assem- 
ble a prereplication complex at the end of mitosis or in 
G1. The observation that Cdc6p and ORC interact sug- 
gests that Cdc6p is part of the prereplication complex, 
perhaps with the MCM and other proteins. 
Taken together, we conclude that Cdc6p interacts with 
ORC to determine the locations of active origins of DNA 
replication and to ensure efficient initiation. Other proteins, 
such as Cdc28p, CIb5p, and CIb6p (Schwob and Nasmyth, 
1993) and Cdc7p plus Dbf4p, may control initiation by act- 
ing on the formed prereplication complexes in a more 
global fashion to ensure coordination between cell cycle 
progression and replication of the entire genome. 
The conclusion that ORC and Cdc6p cooperate to deter- 
mine the frequency of initiation of DNA replication in the 
genome provides a possible explanation for the difference 
in interorigin distance during development in many eu kary- 
ores. It has been known for over 20 years that, in higher 
eukaryotes, several t imes more active replication origins 
are formed along the chromosomes in embryonic cells 
than in somatic cells (Blumenthal et al., 1973; Callan, 
1973). It has been proposed that the frequency of active 
origins is determined by the concentration or specificity 
of the initiator protein or by chromatin structures (Blumen- 
thai et al., 1973; Callan, 1973; Diffley and Stillman, 1990). 
Perhaps in higher eukaryotes the frequency of repiicator 
usage is also determined by changes in the concentration 
of ORC and Cdc6p homologs. 
Experimental Procedures 
Strains and Plasmids 
Yeast strains used in this study are listed in Table 1. Strains YB0044 
and YB0045 were obtained by backcrossing strain 4525-061 four times 
to W303. Strain YB0060 (containing 2 p_m plasmid) was from a cross 
between strains JRY4125 (containing little or no 2 pm plasmid in our 
stock) and W303-1A. To construct plasmids pRS425-CDC6 and 
pRS415-CDCS, the 3.0 kb insert containing CDC6 was released from 
pSKM+ICDC6 (S. Bell and B. S., unpublished data) by Apal and Sacl 
digestion at the polylinker and ligated to pRS425 (2 p.m ARS, LEU2; 
Christianson et al., 1992) and pRS415 (CENT, H4 ARS, LEU2; Sikorski 
and Hieter, 1989), respectively, cut with the same enzymes, pSKM+/ 
CDC6 was constructed by ligating the 3.0 kb MluI-EcoRI genomic 
fragment containing CDC6 (Zhou et al., 1989) to pBluescript (Strate- 
gene) at the EcoRI and Mlul sites, the latter of which has been created 
in the vector, pRS425-ORC5 contains ORC5 (Loo et al., 1995) in a 
2.2 kb genomic fragment cloned into pRS425 at the Eagl and BamHl 
sites. 
DNA Manipulations and Genetic Techniques 
Cloning and plasmid DNA isolation from Escherichia coil were per- 
formed essentially as described (Sambrook et al., 1989). Plasmid DNA 
was transformed into yeast by the lithium acetate method as described 
(Schiestl et al., 1993). Other standard yeast genetic techniques were 
used (Rose et al., 1990; Guthrie and Fink, 1991). 
DNA Preparation for 2D Gels 
Yeast was cultured in YPD medium, or in synthetic complete medium 
without Leu (SC-Leu) (Rose et al., 1990) in the case of the orc5-1 
cells containing pRS425-based plasmids. Cells were grown at 23°C 
to a cell density of -2  x 10qml before harvest or shifting to 37°C. 
Cultures at 23°C were diluted with appropriate volume of medium 
before being shifted to 37°C so that the cell densities at the end of 
incubation at 37°C were also -2  x 107/ml. Cultures at 23°C were 
rapidly shifted to 37°C by swirling the culture flasks in a water bath 
at 50°C-55°C, and then incubated at 37°C. Cell harvest and nuclei 
isolation were carried out as described (Marahrens and Stiilman, 
1994). DNA preparation by CsCI gradient centrifugation, followed by 
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restriction endonuclease digestion and enrichment of replication inter- 
mediates by BND-cellulose chromatography were performed as de- 
scribed (Liang et al., 1993). 
2D Gel Methods 
N/N and N/A 2D gels were run essentially as described (Brewer and 
Fangman, 1987; H uberman et al., 1987) with minor modifications (Li- 
ang et al., 1993). The first dimension gels were 0.4% run at 0.6-0.7 
V/cm for 36-48 hr. The second dimension gels were 1% run at 2.5-3 
V/cm for 14-18 hr for N/N 2D, or 1.2% at 1 V/cm for 18 hr for N/A 
2D. Both dimensions were run in a 4°C room. Gels were blotted to 
Biotran(+) membranes (ICN Biochemicals) according to the "improved 
Southern transfer" procedure of the manufacturer, except that gels 
were not treated with HCI (Liang et al., 1993). Hybridizations were 
carried out at 65°C in 7% SDS, 0.5 M sodium phosphate (pH 7.2), 1 
mM EDTA, 1% BSA, and 100 p.g/ml denatured salmon sperm DNA 
(Church and Gilbert, 1984) with [(x-32P]dATP random primed-labeled 
probes. After hybridization, blots were briefly rinsed twice with 1% 
SDS, 40 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7.2), 1 mM EDTA at room tempera- 
ture, followed by three 20 rain washes at 65°C in the same solution. 
Blots were exposed to Fuji BAS1000 phosphorimage plates and ana- 
lyzed by MacBAS v1.0 program (Fuji). The 2D gel images were photo- 
graphed from the computer screen of the imager using a hand-held 
Polaroid camera (Fotodyne). 
Isolation of Multicopy Suppressors of ore5.1 
About 5 x 108 orc5-1 cells (strain JRY4249) were transformed with 5 
p.g of plasmid DNA containing partial Hindlll genomic library con- 
structed in the YEp213 vector (2 I~m ARS, LEU2) with an average 
insert size of -6  kb (Diffley and Stillman, 1991). Cells were plated 
onto five SC-Leu plates and were incubated at 23°C for 2 days and 
then at 37°C for 5 days. The transformation efficiency was about 5 
x 103 transformants/~g ofDNA. Total DNAs were isolated from strains 
that could grow at 37°C and subjected to Southern blot analysis using 
the ORC5 gene (Loo et al., 1995) as probe. Plasmid DNAs from strains 
that did not harbor ORC5-containing plasmids were recovered from 
E. coil and reintroduced into orc5-1 cells to confirm suppression. To 
identify suppressor genes in the plasmids, the inserts were released 
by Hindlll, restriction mapped, and subcloned into pRS425. The sub- 
clones were then tested for suppression of orc5-1, and regions of the 
suppressor genes were sequenced using primers from the vector by 
the dideoxynucleotide method (Sanger et al., 1977) with the Seque- 
nase 2.0 kit (United States Biochemicals). The sequences were com- 
pared with DNA data bases using the BLAST program. 
Construction of BVCDC6 and Immunoprecipitation 
A 1.8 kb Sspl fragment containing the entire CDC6 gene was cloned 
into the Sinai site of pAcPK31 (P. Kaufmann and B. S., unpublished 
data), pAcPK31 was constructed by digesting pAcUW51 (Pharmingen) 
with BamHI and Xbal and then religating after filling in. The polylinker 
of pVL1392 (Pharmingen) was then cloned into the Bglll site such 
that the Sinai site was closest to the P10 promoter. BVCDC6 was 
constructed using the BaculoGold system (Pharmingen). 
Insect cell extracts were prepared -48  hr following an MOI 10 
infection with BVCDC6 or wild-type virus AcNPV. Immediately before 
harvesting, cells were depleted 1 hr for methionine and then labeled 
1 hr with [35S]methionine (Amersham). Cells were lysed in lysis buffer 
(0.2% NP-40, 100 mM NaCI, 1 mM EDTA, 10 mM Tris-HCI [pH 7.5]) 
containing protease inhibitors, soluble proteins mixed with affinity- 
purified ORC from yeast (Bell and Stillman, 1992), and the immune 
complexes collected using monoclonal antibodies against Orc2p and 
Orc6p (SB-46, SB-49, and SB-67; S. Bell and B. S., unpublished data) 
and GammaBind G Sepharose (Pharmacia). 
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Note Added in Proof 
C. A. Fox, S. Loo, A. Dillin, and J. Rine (1995, Genes Dev. 9, 911- 
924) recently reported a 2D gel study of orc mutants grown at the 
permissive temperature. At ARS1, similar results to those reported 
here were obtained. 
